Abstract. Let Γ be a convex curve in the plane and let µ ∈ M (R 2 ) be the arc-length measure of Γ. Let us rotate Γ by an angle θ and let µ θ be the corresponding measure
Introduction and statements of the results

Let Γ : [a, b] → R
2 be a convex planar curve (i.e. it locally coincides with the graph of a convex function in suitable coordinates). Let µ Γ = µ be the measure supported on Γ induced by Lebesgue measure on R 2 . Under appropriate curvature assumptions on Γ, µ is known to be L p improving, i.e. f * µ L q (R 2 ) ≤ c f L p (R 2 ) for some q > p.
Restricting our attention to the case q = p , it is known that the best possible result is an L 3/2 − L 3 estimate, and that this is attained when Γ has non-vanishing curvature at every point (see e.g. [S] or [O] ):
Weaker L p − L p estimates, for certain p < 2, still hold if the curvature vanishes of finite order at some isolated point [RS] . At the other extreme, no L p -improving occurs if Γ contains a segment (this is due to the fact that if f is infinite on a segment S, then its convolution with µ S remains infinite of the same order). A different form of L p -improving connected with integration over straight lines is given by the mapping properties of the Radon transform. Replacing integration over straight lines by integration over segments, the main result in [OS] says that if
A different formulation of (1.2) can be given as follows. Let µ denote the arclength measure on a given segment in the plane, and let µ θ be the arc-length measure on the same segment rotated by an angle 
The estimate (1.3) is clearly weaker than (1.1). The latter says in fact that
. The study of L p -improving estimates requires the knowledge of the decay at infinity of the Fourier transform of the given measure. The optimal estimate (1.1) follows from the uniform estimate
which holds, for |ξ| large, when Γ has non-zero curvature.
What we use instead is the decay of the L 2 averages ofμ Γ over the circles |ξ| = r. A result of A.N. Podkorytov says that these L 2 averages decay like r −1/2 for general convex curves (see [P] or [BIT] , and [Ra] for an earlier result for analytic curves).
We next discuss the possibility of improving (1.3) under appropriate assumptions on the curvature of Γ. In order to do so, we introduce the class of mixed-norm spaces
, we discuss the values of p and s for which the inequality
We begin with some simple remarks.
Remark. If the convolution operator
Remark. A necessary condition for (1.4) to hold is that p ≥ 3/2. This can be shown by the standard method of testing the operator on the characteristic function of a small disc.
By the above remarks and (1.1) we deduce that the problem is trivial if Γ has non-zero curvature at every point. The interesting case is when the curvature of Γ vanishes of finite order at some point. We shall restrict our attention to the typical examples Γ γ (t) = (t, |t| γ ) with |t| ≤ 1 and 2 < γ < ∞, so that the curvature vanishes of order γ − 2 at t = 0. Theorem 2. Let Γ = Γ γ be the graph of the function x 2 = |x 1 | γ , where γ > 2 and
The proof of Theorem 2 depends on certain sharp estimates for the L p average decay ofμ Γγ (compare Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 below).
Remarks. We do not know whether δ is necessary in (ii). If we could take δ = 0, then (ii) would follow from (i) and (iii) by interpolation. We point out that that (iii) is a particular case of a more general result essentially proved in [C] and [RS] (see [Ri] for an explicit statement).
The case of a segment can be seen as a limit case for γ → ∞. One has
for 3 2 ≤ p ≤ 2, and p p −2 cannot be replaced by a smaller exponent [OS] . The same conclusion of Theorem 2 holds if Γ γ is replaced by a translate of it (the proof requires minor modifications that we shall omit).
Proofs
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following lemma due to A.N. Podkorytov (see [P] ) concerning the L 2 average decay of µ.
Lemma 1. Let Γ be a convex curve in the plane
Podkorytov's result depends on the fact that the Fourier transform has the expected decay in most directions and averaging in L p (p < ∞) prevents the bad directions from having too much of an impact.
Proof of Theorem 1. By decomposing Γ into a finite number of arcs, we can assume that Γ is the graph of a function of the first variable. Let z ∈ C such that Re z > 0. Define i z via
where (σ θ ξ) 2 denotes the second coordinate of the vector σ θ ξ. We introduce the analytic family of operators
. Then the bound (1.3) will follow from Stein's complex interpolation theorem and the following mappings:
We prove (2.2) first. By Lemma 1 and the computation of i z (see [GS] ) we have
We now prove (2.3). It suffices to show that
with a constant c independent of θ. It is enough to show that
where
that µ 1+iλ , g ≤ c for any function g ∈ L 1 (R 2 ). Then, since i 1+iλ acts only on the second coordinate,
(the Jacobian J is bounded if we have chosen the arc small enough; moreover J is defined a.e. because of convexity).
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2, which depends on the following lemma (see [BRT] 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let i z be as in (2.1) and let µ γ,z θ be defined by
As in the previous proof we introduce the analytic family of operators
Let α ≥ 0 and q > 2. Suppose we have proved the following bounds:
then the complex interpolation theorem yields
The proof of (2.5) is similar to the proof of (2.3). We now prove (2.4) for values of q and α that will be made explicit in the course of the proof.
By Plancherel theorem and Minkowski's integral inequality we have
By Lemma 2 we get
by either setting α = 1/2 , q< 2(γ − 1) γ − 2
